Nutrasource Diagnostics Inc. Ranks No. 400 on the 2013 PROFIT 500
—PROFIT magazine unveils 25th annual list of Canada’s Fast-Growing Companies—
Guelph (June 3, 2013) PROFIT Magazine today ranked Nutrasource Diagnostics Inc. (NDI) No. 400 on the
25th annual PROFIT 500, the definitive ranking of Canada’s Fastest-Growing Companies. Published in the
Summer issue of PROFIT Magazine and online at PROFITguide.com, the PROFIT 500 ranks Canadian
businesses by their revenue growth over five years.
Nutrasource Diagnostics, a contract research and regulatory consulting firm serving the global dietary
supplement industry, made the PROFIT 500 list with five-year revenue growth of 106%.
“To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Fastest-Growing Companies in Canada, the PROFIT 500 has
expanded to recognize the entrepreneurial achievements of more than 500 Canadian companies,” says
Ian Portsmouth, Editor-in-Chief of PROFIT magazine. “PROFIT is proud to now showcase Canada’s
forward-thinking small business entrepreneurs and honor their talents and innovations.”
“Nutrasource Diagnostics is honoured to be part of the PROFIT 500 ranking,” says President and CEO
Will Rowe. “This achievement reflects the strength of our services and the dedication of our team to
further the research and development of health products on an international level.”
Nutrasource Diagnostics Inc. is a contract research organization and regulatory consulting firm
specializing in scientific and regulatory affairs, clinical trials, product analytics and human diagnostics.
Nutrasource has successfully aided industry stakeholders in the development, marketing and launch of
natural products for health benefit since its inception in 2002.
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About PROFIT Magazine and PROFITguide.com
PROFIT: Your guide to Business Success in Canada’s preeminent publication dedicated to the
management issues and opportunities facing small and mid-sized businesses. For 31 years, Canadian
entrepreneurs and senior managements across an array of economic sectors have remained loyal to
PROFIT because it’s a timely and reliable source of actionable information that helps them achieve

business success and get the recognition they deserve for generation positive economic and social
change. Visit PROFIT online at PROFITguide.com.
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